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Notes of Lecture given Sunday Night, June 3rd, 1923. 

A PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF EINSTEIN'S RELATIVITY. 

Manly P. Hall 

Tc is only when abstract theories are applied to living troblom~ 
~hat any real amount of good is possible from them. NatuPe s lm. 
c:'·}r,!3.Ild.s economy and the wonder.ful workings of Di vine Plan. fit 
-:0gv Gher so splendidly that there is no was to of either time, Gi-icr 1, 

• oi-· ef1ortA Unproven theories, or ev'3n proven abstractions, a£ c.<• 
J.i "';tle good to the average individual. While they mo.y be m&rv,.,10-...,~ 
fr-0m the standpoint of scier.co still vie jo not gain materiall~' 0y 
the-n unless we find some way of applying thcsa men-cal marvels to the 
living necessities of daily life with its ever-cI'-an 6 ing compl~xities. 

The problem is, what does tho Einstein theory moan to the '3.vnragc 
mcnbcr of the human race, with his pa~tly tmfo1ded intelligenco 
5.nc.!'1.pablc of" analytical and deep analogical deduction or :i..nductioy,? 
I-!~,:r is it going to help Smith, Jones and Brown to live better, -';hink 
better, show a deeper realization of the Divine Plan and improve 
every moment of their all too short days of' schooling here? How i.s 
::. t going to holp the masses of the world to fuller live u; to ·..,nc_i r 
duties to themselves and to each pther? 

, 
we plead f<11' practical things .and feel that the greatest good is 

never attained until tomething is discovered to broaden, regenerate, 
transmute and revitalize existing conditions and assist the mere 
struggling unit in its eternal pilgrimage from ignorance to omnipo-
tence. 

It is said that there are only twelve people in the world who know 
v,!-iat Einstein is talking about and that not One in America can claim 
to adequately understand or express nis intricate principles, So, 
friends, I hope you will ex~u~e me if I should be a trifle off color. 
It is only possible for eacn indiv~dual to e~press things as he sees 
.,-h, - and the crying need for practical solutions to practical 
,., _etlems leads me t;o apply the principles of relativity to 11-•wE>n 
~~~ationships, which may not be according to orthodox scicncr. 

If this great phiJosophic principle be true it should apply noc 
onl to vio:rlde, rr.atl:iema~J..cs o.n~ c~smic ... unfoldment. but it should also t to the every- (tay ox~::. ... e3s ions of uhe human mind, heart and nands, 
ap~-fhe only ,.-,ay ti:'.11, it v1i.l.l ~ver be used to ~ring about the. grentes 'J 

An lt . when it can bG applied as a precaut1onary or curative 
resu s itso the id;osyncrasies and contradictions of material existenc~ 
mensure -

T the occultist the law of relativity is the answer to the protl~, 
0 ntal differentiation. It is the answer to the mystery of 

o.fd~e.d lization and solves the problem of human misunderstD~ding, 
in ivi uaunderstanding of the doctrine of relativi~y is a~solu~ely 
The true 'tr to the highest expression of brotherhood., conpc.s:::i n o.nd 
necessar~• 
broad-mindedness. 



F:i.::st, let u~. say that man bases practically all of his estimates 
upo1:- l,he foundai:;~on of comparison rather than upon intrinsic worth. 
He Judges all things on the basis of a fixee standard and ac~epts 
th em or rejects them, agrees with them or disagrees vii th them, place:.. 
a value upon them or depreciates them according to their n.dju.strnent 
with the existing standard. Man has unconsciously dejfied t1,i~ 
standar~ and has co::ne to look upon a man-made meo.surecent os ao~:olutc 
and perrect. This is a fundamental error which the law of rela·::.i vi t--
remove~ and with it dispels one of man's most crystallizing q1~r1 • 
enslaving concepts. 

Modern s?ience ~n~ theology in many cases are fail:i.ng today becau.se, 
they are still striving to fit themselves into standards placed and 
sanctified ages ago. At the ti.me the standard was made it was good 
and expressed t:ie highest ideals which animated the souls of those 1;1hc 
created it but as tho ~ges passe~ man reached up to and passed it and 
would not be forced -co go 1)ac1.cv-w.rc.s and ro·:;rograde in order to be true 
to that which he is bound to reco 6-ni::e tnrough tLe lay;s of prehistoric 
conventionality, if he is to progress. 

The great p~inciple is this: the standard which once marked the 
ideal did so bec2.use through comparison it v1as above all existing 
standards of its day, but nov: g::-ea.ter- stand~rds hav0 been established 
and by comparison it is now :far belo'.'1 the surrounding mental landscape. 
The hill has become~ valley bec~use nou~tains have sprung up around 
it. And the fact th~t these mour-tains continue to spring up forever, 
converting crest aftor crest iato hollows, j_s the bas:5.s of the 
principle of relativity. The· occultist has always claimed that good 
and bad, higher a.'1d lc·.,e·r, are •~erms given by man to the opposites 
of evolving compariso1:8. 

In the eyes of the child the man is wise, in the eyes of God the 
man is foolish. AJl hUlTlan comparisons depend upon the position occu
pied mentally, physically and spiritually by the individual creating 
the comparisons. As 0ne climbs the mountaintop the world spreads out 
below him and the ho~izon goes ever further and further back. The 
little minnow is as great in comparison to the mud-puddle as the whale 
is to the ocean. A fool among fools is as wise as his brethern and 
by the laws of comparison is just as important as a philosopher among 
philosophers; a philosopher among fool~ stands out as a favorable 
comparison while a foul among philosophers s~nks into insignificance 
because of the superiority of others. Yet, in truth, neither the 
philosopher nor the fool change intrinsically because ~f their compar
ison and environment - each is whnt he was before but in the eyes of 
a third person he is completely c~anged. 

The man who has ten thousand dqllars is the wealthy man of the 
small town and every time they-put in·a water-pipe or plant a new 

e he leads the torchlight procession to secure the funds. But 
s~w rhe goes to the large city where there are millionaires he auto-
:a~~cally becomes of little importance. From b~ing the big rnru:i of the 

11 town he has become the small man of the oig town - yet his 
~ma ture 1 and pulse have not changed. The changing environmen~ has 
c~:~~!:ely altered his position in li!e· Thus we may say that_his 
dignity and social position ar~ relative and depend upon certain 
surroundings for their expression. 

To carry our line of reasoning into a mo:al channel, we may say , 
t od and bad are relative terms depending upon customs, times !ill0 th a go 1 rowth of the collll11unity for their value and power. Among the mora g 



wholesale murderers one who has killed but a few is a relative saint 
whi~e among people without guile even the one who loses his temper i: 
a sinner. Every law which is now advocated as necessary to the regu
lation of our country is relative to meet the needs of relative 
conditions. It is not absolute for a change in conditions would 
necessitate changing the law to meet the new requirements. Every
thing which we now punish as a sin was at some time a virtue and 
everY"i;hing we now acclaim a virtue was regarded at some period of the 
&arth-s development as a cardinal sin. 

To enter a man's house at the present time~ hit his wife over the 
head with a blackjack and carry her off by the hair is considered 
~athe~ indelicate and is liable to bring upon you a certain amount of 
indi'.311fltion from the person of the bereaved husband (of course there 
bcin~ exceptions to this rule) but there are periods in the history 
of mu.n wh~n this was the only possible way of securing your second 
Palf P.nd anycne who did not use this method was looked upon as a 
cow::i.rc: unworthy to gnaw bones with the h0roes 01 the tribe. 

A minister talking with a cannibal and reproving him for just 
having eaten his wife said, very benignly, "You shQuld not have eaten 
her. It was bad, very bad." The cannibal grinned f'rom ear to ear 
Dnd shaking his head, licked his chops and answered, "No, r..o, not ba0 r; 

( Slf;.ack, smack! ) "very good, yum-yum. She good tender wii'~. " ::,c you 
see thls entire problem depends upon the viewpoint. 

In other words, we may say that the unfolding of man's nature with 
its ever increazing complexities, creates needs which are ever 
cha~ging like the thing that brings them into being. The things that 
he needs today were of no use to him yesterday and will be of less 
value tomorrow but today they are imperative for his growth. The 
realization of this is the answer to the problem of human individual
ization in which each person is at a different stage of evolution and 
is striving to secure in the way harmonious with its nature the things 
which his development has made imperative for the fullest expression 
o.f his growth and organism. So one eats fish, another alfalfa and a 
third soft soap - while the Eskimo's delight is castor-oil. 

If reformers could only understand this they would realize that 
it is absolutely impossible to pick another man's diet for him, tell 
him how to live his life, or place a standard by which his merits or 
demerits may be judged, for each individual is a standard unto himself 
Wh::.le to all the rest of the world }',is actions may seom wrong they 
arc tho result of chains of evolutionary ci~cumstances and karmic 
ref4~t1ons and are absolutely necess&ry to him while they may be an 
alJom1n'3.'tion in the eyes of his .fellow-creaturos. 

Life is a greatkaleidoscope and its tiny particles of intelligence 
are eternally combjning in new o.ngles and formations by the ever
turning wheel of cosmos. Today,~hcy are here, tomorrow they arc gone 
There is nothing absclutely fixsd, absolutely.immovable or ab~olutely 
true 1mown to the human mind at the p~esent time for all of his 
inductions and deductions are impermanent because they are based upon 
one of several things: 

1. Man's own Imowledge which is impermanent and eve~-che.nging. 
Each day man is learning something which he never lmew 0lfore and 
whi~h is changing entirely his viewpoint of life. Ask yourself 
what God meant to you ten years ago and see how your life has 
changed - with it all of your likes, hates, ideals and hopes. 



Now look into the future and see how hopeless it would be for 
you·to create with your· present viewpoint of life anything 
permanent. The most that you can do is to build a God, a moral 
code or an economic system which will answer the problem of 
your present condition but must change with your evolving 
consciousness. Any code so constructed is relative because it 
depends upon outside conditions for its value. All man-made 
morals, dogmas and doctrines are without value save through 
human application, consequently are not divine b-u.~ must travel 
and move with man as relative and related to his thoughts 
actions and desires. , 

2. Upon surroundings. These are impermanent because all 
external phenomenas are registered in the mind through humanly 
developed organs which being only partly unfolded can regi~tcr 
only partial truths. Secondly, all phenomena is an effect 
caused by karmic, physical or intrinsic spiritual reaction. 
Until man learns to know tho cause of this reaction·he cannot 
use these ever-changing effects as· the basis of an absolute 
hypothesis or anything which resembles such. 

3. Absolute law~ truth and knowledge and light are known only 
to the One Supreme Diety whom we cognize but dimly, and without 
any organized intelligence, as the Absolute Itselr. Man will 
never know any absolute thing until he has absolutely perfected 
and completed his expression on the plane of the thing he seeks 
to know. No living thing up to the present time has succeeded 
in doing this thing. The higher he goes the broader is his 
lmowledge and the more truthful his concepts but he has never 
reached the point where there is not an horizon line concealing 
a great Unlmown which may completely contradict and disprove his 
existing information. 

4. If he bases his reasoning upon the statements of others, 
even though they be inspired, he can secure only a relative 
hypothesis because even the sages of the world are able to 
explain natural phenomena only according to the organs of sense 
perception and reception which they havo evolved. Thus while 
they are quoted as authorities their word is no better than 
anyone else's except in one particular - they have with a highly 
evolved organism and mental body thought more concentrated and 
connected thoughts than the haphazard individual of today, there
fore their words are wise and may point to the end of ultimate 
wisdom. But they have never reached that goal themse~ves and 
their doctrines are only helpful to those whose own lives have 
led them into similar channels and who therefore understand 
their words. 

Relativity teaches that it is absolu~ely im?ossible for o~e 
to judge another either as to motive or ideal. According to 

~:;:~ncomparison he may be wrong but accordin~ to intrinsic develop
ment he may be doing the very best possible with the organs, know

de and stage of evolution he has reached. The reaso~ why the 
~:s~crs are able to be of such great assistance to man is because 

he havP learned through their own development ~o place th~mselves 
t yth · people's positions and only when we live another s life 
!~eowee~apable of judging his reasons for action or the value to be 
gained from it. 



The theory of relativity boils itself down into three or four ver~ 
important concepts. The first is that expression is not permanent; 
it_is the ever-changing manifestation of an unknown, unchanging power 
which no one has yet fathomed; everything in the world of visible 
things is impermanent. Consequently to say that Jones is a large mar 
is only true to the degree that he is a few inches taller than sur
rounding mortals while he is far smaller than the Cycloptic giants wr.0 
were in turn dwarfed by the prehistoric mammal. Man is great beside 
a grain of sand but beside a universe he is a speck of dust, and 
tomorrow that universe may be scattered to the corners of eternity a1,~ 
man, the tiny speck, be its superior. So how can we say, other than 
relatively, that we are great or small? and what does our greatness 
and smallness amount to when the only measure of a man is his intrin
sic worth? (A standard never used at the present time.) 

Man must learn to isolate himself, mentally and spiritually, from 
the passing swarm of partly evolved intelligences which he uses as th~ 
basis of the measurement of himself. This measurement in which we are 
satisfied with ourselves if we compare favorably with other people is 
both crystallizing and degenerating. We must learn to compare favor
ably with ourselves and use that movable point - our highest ideal -
as the measurement of our perfection. For if we are doing as we 
should our highest concepts will always be way ahead inspiring us on 
to union with themselves. 

There is only one truth known to man and that is relativity. It is 
a truth that all things are impermanent and relative and this is the 
basis or growth for the adjustments of man with ever-changing ideals 
slowly unfolds the latent qualities within himself and builds for the 
god-man. The realization of relativity in world affairs would m~ke it 
possible .for two peoples or nations to carry on their own lives in 
their own way vii thout trying to standardize human intelligence ( which 
cannot possibly be done for there is not one permanent thing in the 
universe upon which to raise that standard and there is no brain 
capable of creating such a standard that cannot be surpassed). The 
evolving standard is the occultist's for he believes that his ever 
unfolding consciousness is given him that he may have and create an 
ever higher, finer and more noble standard to use as his inspiration 
to perfection. 

Relative perfection is all that is now attainable - when man is 
living in exact harmony with what he knows. But when ~e reaches this 
stage this harmonious life has so developed him that his broader 
vision already sees new worlds to conquer and new work to do. The 
foolish one climbs until he reaches the standard set by man and then 
sits down to rest, failing to realize that the universe is sweeping 
by carrying his standard along millions of miles a second and that 
when he stops for a moment in his endless search for the real the 
unrealities that he has worshipped sweep onward and leave him 
uncompleted. 

THE END 

This lecture is copyrighted by 
Manly P. Hall 

August 1st, 1923. 
This manuscript is issued without 
price and anyone attempting to 
commercialize it will be prosecuted 
to the full extent of the law. 
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